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ABSTRACT

Social media can be a highly valuable source of information during disasters. A crisis’ development over time
is of particular interest here, as social media messages can convey unfolding events in near-real time. Previous
approaches for the automatic detection of information in such messages have focused on a static analysis, not taking
temporal changes and already-known information into account.
In this paper, we present a novel method for detecting new topics in incoming Twitter messages (tweets) conditional
upon previously found related tweets. We do this by first extracting latent representations of each tweet using
pre-trained sentence embedding models. Then, Infinite Mixture modeling is used to dynamically cluster these
embeddings anew with each incoming tweet. Once a cluster reaches a minimum number of members, it is considered
to be a new topic. We validate our approach on the TREC Incident Streams 2019A data set.
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MOTIVATION

Social media is an interesting source of information during disasters that has become a topic of research in recent
years. Twitter users, as an example, write about disaster preparations, developments, recovery, and a host of other
topics (Niles et al. 2018). Retrieving this information could lead to significant improvements in disaster management
strategies. According to a Red Cross study, 69% of Americans think that emergency response agencies should
respond to calls for help sent through social media channels (American Red Cross 2010). The crux of this matter lies in the retrieval and classification of such messages. Twitter users generate 5,800 tweets per second on average1.
Research so far has focused on detecting tweets related to a crisis via general-purpose or crisis-specific systems. In
recent years, these have mainly been machine-learning based models. Such models are commonly trained once and
then applied to incoming tweets independently. In effect, this means that information that users of these systems are
already familiar with is not taken into account by the system and will therefore be repeated. This applies both to
information obtained from previous tweets as well as information coming from other sources (e.g. news reports).
Consequently, while tweets found in this fashion often accurately pertain to the event, the results still contain a lot
of useless information from a user’s perspective.
In this paper, we present a first approach towards detecting novelty in crisis-related tweets by taking into account
chronologically earlier tweets about the same event. We implement this by generating latent representations of
tweets with pre-trained sentence encoders, and then applying Infinite Mixture modeling on these representations.
corresponding author
1https://www.omnicoreagency.com/twitter-statistics/
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The paper is organized as follows: In the next two sections, we present related work on the detection of crisis-related
tweets with machine learning and detail our novel approach. Following this, we describe commonly used data sets
which are then used to experimentally validate our approach. Finally, we give a conclusion and make suggestions
for future research.
RELATED WORK

As described above, most of the work so far has focused on detecting crisis-related tweets independent of previously
known information or the order of appearance. Goals of approaches presented so far mainly focused on a binary
classification into related (or informative/relevant) and unrelated tweets, or a multi-class classification into various
crisis-related semantic concepts.
The most obvious strategy for these tasks is the filtering of tweets by various surface characteristics as shown in
(Kumar et al. 2011), for example. Keywords and hashtags are used most frequently for this and often serve as a
useful pre-filter. Olteanu et al. developed a lexicon called CrisisLex for this purpose (Olteanu, Castillo, et al. 2014).
However, this approach easily misses tweets that do not mention the keywords specified in advance, particularly
when changes occur or the attention focus shifts during the event. It may also retrieve unrelated data that contains
the same keywords (Imran, Castillo, et al. 2015). Geo-location is another frequently employed feature that can be
useful for retrieving tweets from an area affected by a disaster. However, this approach misses important information
that could be coming from a source outside the area, such as help providers or news sources. Additionally, only a
small fraction of tweets is geo-tagged at all, leading to a large amount of missed tweets from the area (Sloan et al.
2013). To resolve these problems, several other strategies were developed, starting with crowdsourcing platforms.
On these platforms, a large amount of users hand-selects and labels incoming tweets in disaster situations. Examples
include Ushahidi2 and CrisisTracker (Rogstadius et al. 2013). Some of them already integrate “traditional” machine
learning models, e.g. AIDR (Imran, Castillo, et al. 2015).
In recent years, approaches based on deep learning techniques have come to the forefront of research. On a more
general level, the problem falls under the umbrella of event detection as shown, for example, in (Chen et al. 2015;
Feng et al. 2016; T. H. Nguyen and Grishman 2015). Caragea et al. first employed Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) for the classification of tweets into those related to flood events and those unrelated (Caragea et al. 2016). In
many of the following approaches, a type of CNN developed by Kim for text classification is used (Kim 2014),
such as in (Burel and Alani 2018). This method achieves an accuracy of 80% for the classification into related and
unrelated tweets. In the same publication as well as in (Burel, Saif, et al. 2017) and (D. T. Nguyen et al. 2016), this
kind of model is also used for information type classification.
Very few published approaches take a-priori knowledge about the event in question or its temporal development into
account. In (Kruspe, Kersten, et al. 2019b; Kruspe 2019), few-shot models are employed to detect tweets about a
specific event based on a handful of examples of known tweets. Few-shot models do not learn to detect specific
classes, but instead how to determine whether an example belongs to the same class as a given support example.
(Kersten and Klan 2020) demonstrates temporal and spatial analysis methods for detected crisis tweets.
PROPOSED METHOD

As described in e.g. (Marsland 2003), “Novelty detection is concerned with recognising inputs that differ in some
way from those that are usually seen”. In developing situations, what is “normally seen” can change over time. We
propose a new novelty detection method for automatically detecting upcoming topics in crisis tweets. To this end,
we first require a numerical representation of each known and incoming tweet in a semantically meaningful latent
space. We will explain this in more detail in the next subsection. Once we have obtained these embeddings, we
perform a dynamic clustering step with each incoming tweet. This is described in the second subsection.
Step 1: Sentence encoding

The development of semantic embeddings of words and sentences is an area of deep learning that has moved
forward quickly since the introduction of the word2vec algorithm in 2013 (Mikolov et al. 2013). The idea behind
these embeddings is a transformation into a latent space, i.e. a projection onto high-dimensional vectors that allow
for numeric computations. Such representations are frequently used as the inputs to a continuative neural network,
2https://www.ushahidi.com/
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e.g. for classification tasks, instead of a mere one-hot encoding (i.e. a binary representation of word presence
that does not contain any semantic information). Embedding models themselves are also neural networks, and
are commonly trained on the assumption that words appearing in similar contexts are going to be linguistically similar.
Embedding models have commonly been trained on a word basis, but sentence-level models have become more
popular in recent years. One such model is Google’s Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) published by Cer et al. (Cer
et al. 2018). They show two versions, one using a Transformer structure and one using Deep Averaging Networks,
and train them on a large set of combined data sources. The Transformer version is available from the authors on
TensorFlow Hub3. For our experiments, we use the Transformer version of USE on a tweet-level basis (i.e. we treat
each tweet as a sentence for the purposes of this model, even though this is not always the case). This leads to a
512-dimensional representation of each tweet, on which we perform the further computations.
Step 2: Dynamic clustering

When surveying live streams of social media data during disaster events, we want to be able to detect novel topics
such as sub-events automatically. Followingly, we do not know how many such topics will occur - i.e. how many
topical clusters exist within the data. For this reason, we need an clustering algorithm that can decide to open new
clusters dynamically.
We choose Infinite Mixture Models (Hjort et al. 2010) for this purpose. These models infer the number of
components (or classes/clusters) from the data using Bayesian nonparametric methods (West et al. 1994; Rasmussen
1999). For each incoming data point (i.e. tweet embedding), the following Infinite Mixture modeling steps are
performed to determine whether it belongs to an existing cluster or a new cluster should be started, and then to
recalculate cluster assignments.
1. Calculate distance of new data point G8 to the ⇠ known cluster centers ` 2 , 2 = 0, .., ⇠; we use the squared
Euclidean distance:
38,2 = ||G8 ` 2 || 2
(1)
Pick the minimum distance:

38 = min 38,2
2

(2)

2. Calculate a distance threshold _ based on the standard deviations of existing clusters:
_ = 2f log

U
(1 +

d 3/2
f)

(3)

f and U are constants with U determining the concentration parameter, and f determining the cluster variance.
These can be varied to determine how quickly new clusters are begun. For our purposes, U = 1 and f = 14 4
generated reasonable results, so they were used in the experiments.
3. If 38 > _, start a new cluster with the new data point as its center (i.e. `⇠+1 = G 8 ).
4. Re-assign known data points G 9 , 9  8 to clusters by finding the closest center ` 2 .

5. Re-calculate cluster centers ` 2 based on the new assigments; prune clusters without assigned members.
This algorithm requires known cluster centers to start. Of course, we could simply start by assigning the first data
point to its own cluster, and then proceeding from there, but this leads to a certain settling time until the algorithm
generates useful clusters as variances are small in the beginning. To skip over this step, we perform K-means
clustering with a fixed number of clusters in an initial step, and then start the Infinite Mixture algorithm based on
the centers found within this data. It is important to also retain the data points used in this initial clustering as they
may lead to shifts in the clusters later on. In our experiments, we run the K-means step on the first 200 incoming
data points and allow 10 clusters to be generated from them.
Of course, not every newly found cluster is going to be salient. Some of them may contain single tweets that have
no counterparts anywhere else because they do not contain relevant information. For practical use, we therefore
need a threshold of cluster members beyond which clusters are considered to cover relevant novel topics. In our
experiments, sensible values for this threshold were around 3-5 tweets.
3https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder-large/3
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DATA

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) organizes a text retrieval challenge and associated
conference called TREC every year. For the past two years, this challenge has included an Incident Streams
(IS) track (McCreadie et al. 2019). This track serves as an evaluation for the classification of tweets into 24
incident-related classes. The first edition in 2018 was focused on assigning a single class to each tweet. However,
the complexity of message contents forced a change to a multi-label task. Provided data includes a class ontology, an
annotated training data set, and a test data set without annotations. The ontology comprises 24 classes describing a
variety of topics during an incident, such as “ServiceAvailable”, “Sentiment”, “SearchAndRescue”, or “Donations”.
Additionally, importance labels are defined by four classes: “Low”, “medium”, “high”, and “critical”.
For our experiments, we use the 2019A edition data that was provided for training. This combined set contains
around 22,000 tweets from 15 different crisis events. These events are highly varied, including both natural
and man-made crises. As we do not train any models, we use all of this data set for testing our approach. We
are particularly interested in the information about which events these tweets refer to, as well as the multi-label
semantic classes. Importance labels are not used in our experiments. The tweets are ordered by their IDs for
our clustering experiments, which corresponds to the order in which they were originally created, providing a
chronologic progression as it happened during the events. We considered using other data sets, such as CrisisLexT26
(Olteanu, Castillo, et al. 2014; Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015) or CrisisNLP (Imran, Mitra, et al. 2016), but chose this
data due to the wide variety of crisis events and the richness of the semantic labeling.
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Clustering methods are notoriously hard to evaluate experimentally (Kriegel et al. 2011). Ideally, human assessors
would decide whether detected clusters are useful for their purposes, but this is usually not achievable in practice.
Apart from a manual evaluation like this, clusters can be evaluated in two ways: Without external information
by considering their widths and distances via various measures, or with external information by analyzing their
agreement with known classes. The next two subsections demonstrate how we utilize both of these approaches in
different ways. In a third subsection, we provide a qualitative analysis of the obtained clusters.
Event-wise validation of embeddings

One option to determine the quality of a clustering is to evaluate the clusters’ compactness (i.e. how close are
members of the same cluster) and separation (i.e. how far away are members of different clusters). This strategy
only depends on the clusters themselves, not on any external information. In our case, determining the quality
of the automatically generated clusters according to our novel approach is not useful as the algorithm optimizes
indirectly for these qualities anyway. However, we can analyze the quality of the pre-trained sentence embeddings
described above in this way. This is done by viewing known tweet metadata (i.e. the events and the annotated
classes) as “clusters” and all tweets that belong to this event or class as the cluster’s members. In this way, we
can determine whether these embeddings encode information useful for distinguishing between different subsets
of disaster tweets, such as events, sub-events, or topics. To reiterate: These experiments are not peformed on the
clusters automatically detected in step 2. Instead, the embeddings obtained in step 1 are grouped by events or
annotated semantic classes, and these groups are analyzed as if they were clusters to ascertain whether the sentence
embeddings lead to mappings that are salient for detecting disaster topics.
One measure frequently used for the internal validation of clusterings is the so-called Dunn index. It measures the
ratio between the minimum separation between clusters to the maximum diameter (intra-cluster distance):
⇡8 =

min8 9, 9<8 X(-8 , - 9 )
(-8 )

(4)

where:
X(-8 , - 9 ) is the inter-cluster separation, i.e. minimum distance between clusters -8 and - 9 across all members G 8
and G 9 : X(-8 , - 9 ) = min88,8 9 3 (G8 , G 9 );
(-8 ) is the maximum intra-cluster distance for cluster -8 , i.e. (-8 ) = max G80 , G81 2-8 3 (G80 , G81 ) with G80 , G81 being
points assigned to cluster -8 ;
⇡ 8 is the resulting Dunn index for cluster -8 .
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We use the Euclidean distance between the 512-dimensional embeddings as our distance measure 3. For the event
“clusters”, we can use the index as-is. For the class “clusters”, we have multiple labels per example, meaning these
artificial clusters will overlap. In this case, we modify the measure slightly. For each embeddings, we calculate the
(-8 ) for all annotated classes, then choose the lowest one for the further computations:
⇡8 =

min8 9, 98 X(-8 , - 9 )
min8 2 (-8 )

(5)

where are the “clusters” of all annotated classes per data point.

Figure 1. Dunn indices for the embeddings of each event “cluster”. Similar events are shown in the same color.

Figure 2. Dunn indices for the embeddings of each semantic class “cluster”.

The results for the event-based analysis are shown in figures 1 and 2. Higher Dunn indices indicate that clusters are
compact and well-separated. We see in both cases that the Dunn indices are clearly above 0, meaning that useful
information to represent events and semantic content is present in the embeddings. However, there is room for
improvement; the clusters may overlap. We assume that this would improve with embeddings trained specifically
for this purpose. The one employed here is very generic, and an adaptation to tweets and/or disaster topics could
lead to future improvements.
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Furthermore, there are some interesting trends when analyzing the results in more detail. For the event “clusters”,
we see that Dunn indices have a tendency to be better for events that do not have any similarities in the data set. For
example, there is only one tornado and one school shooting each in the data set, and these have high Dunn indices,
whereas the two typhoons display a lot of confusion, presumably with each other. On the semantic class side,
clusters with low Dunn indices were found to be difficult to classify in the original TREC challenge as well (Kruspe,
Kersten, et al. 2019a). Often, these classes require outside knowledge (i.e. what constitutes the “OriginalEvent” as
opposed to “EmergingThreads” or what is considered a “ThirdPartyObservation”) or overlap significantly with
many other classes (e.g. many tweets in a natural disaster contain information about the “Weather”).
Evaluation of class purity in detected clusters

Second, we evaluate the quality of our actual dynamic clustering algorithm that is meant to detect useful emerging
topics during a disaster event. We utilize the semantic labels of the data set to determine whether the information
within the found clusters is coherent. There are various measures to determine how well a clustering resembles a
given classification; however, our multi-label situation makes this difficult because clusters are in fact allowed to be
spread out across multiple classes. Vice-versa, semantic classes are large and it makes sense for them to be split
up across multiple clusters to be able to cover new sub-topics, even within the same semantic class. Due to these
reasons, we use label purity as our evaluation measure. To calculate purity, the most frequent label (i.e. semantic
class) is determined for each cluster, and then the percentage of cluster members that share this label is computed.
We perform this experiment for 12 of the 15 events as the remaining three did not contain enough examples. The
results are shown in figure 3. We observe that label purity in general is very high, in many cases reaching 1. In
cases where the purity is significantly lower, the cluster’s most frequent class is often one of those that are generally
problematic, as explained above, such as “ThirdPartyObservation” or “OriginalEvent”. The dominant classes found
most often relate to the generally most dominant classes in the data set, which is to be expected. What is interesting
is that clusters dominated by rare, but very important classes are also detected and display high purity. Examples
of this include “EmergingThreats”, “SearchAndRescue”, and “MovePeople”. This is another hint that the novel
system may be useful in real-time crisis situations.
Qualitative evaluation

As mentioned above, automatically evaluating clustering algorithms is difficult. We therefore also conducted an
informal qualitative review of the results on the TREC data set. One particular to keep in mind is that the output of
the clustering changes over time, so that tweets may become assigned to different clusters over time, and clusters
may be created, expanded, or collapsed.
An effect that we noticed is that due to the K-means limitation in the beginning, tweets are grouped into very
large clusters that are often not very topically distinct. Later clusters are much more salient. As described above,
employing the Infinite Mixture approach from the start does not solve this issue. A possible solution consists of
adapting the K-means parameters to the individual event in question and determinining how quickly clusters need
to be detected confidently. The setting described earlier (10 initial clusters over 200 tweets) is conservative, and
a lower setting often generates more interesting, albeit possibly more chaotic, results. Another negative effect
we noticed is that some clusters merely consist of identical tweets or retweets. An example is shown in listing 1.
Technically, this is correct, but often not very useful. An integrated duplicate detection could be implemented here
by removing tweets that have very close embeddings.
Apart from these weaknesses, we observe that the clustering algorithm provides interesting groups of tweets with a
clear thematic focus. Three such groups will be discussed here exemplarily (example listings can be found in the
appendix):
Disaster subtopics The algorithm can detect subtopics along the lines of those annotated in the TREC data set,
though often more fine-grained. An example of the topic “Sentiment” is shown in listing 2. Listing 3 shows a
cluster containing numerical facts. These should have been annotated as the class “Factoid”, but the clustering
actually discovered additional examples. Similar, the cluster shown in listing 4 contains tweets with links to
photos of specific area that had not been annotated in the data set.
Subevents Another cluster topic that frequently appears are subevents that develop over time. This is particularly
interesting for disaster response as these events may present new hazards. Examples are shown in listings 5
and 6.
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(a) albertaFloods2013

(b) australiaBushfire2013

(c) bostonBombings2013

(d) chileEarthquake2014

(e) flSchoolShooting2018

(f) manilaFloods2013

(g) nepalEarthquake2015

(h) parisAttacks2015
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(i) philipinnesFloods2012

(j) queenslandFloods2013

(k) typhoonHagupit2014

(l) typhoonYolanda2013

Figure 3. Label purities (colored) and numbers of found clusters (gray) by most frequent class

Contextual information Finally, the clustering algorithm is able to find tweets providing additional information
about the event. Such topics are retrieved across various sources of information (e.g. different news providers)
and in different wordings. Listings 7 and 8 show examples.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an approach for detecting novel topics in social media messages appearing during an
emerging crisis event. This can be helpful for disaster responders, watchers, and affected parties to track changes in
the event and quickly learn about new developments. Our method takes previously published messages into account.
To our knowledge, this is the first approach of its kind. Previous systems for filtering social media in disasters did
not factor in previously known information or the chronological order of appearance either.
Our approach consists of two steps. In the first one, text messages are encoded using a pre-trained sentence
embedding, specifically Google’s Universal Sentence Encoder. Then, a dynamic clustering algorithm based on
Infinite Mixture modeling is applied to group incoming tweets with existing clusters or begin new ones, and then
reassign tweets to clusters.
We validate the method in three ways. First, we create artificial clusters based on manual annotations of the data set
to evaluate the embedding model. We calculate Dunn indices on these artificial clusters to determine how coherently
known classes are represented in the latent space. Second, we compute class purity based on the annotations on the
automatically detected clusters. Our results show that the method is useful, but there is room for improvement.
Finally, we analyze the results qualitatively and provide examples of detected clusters. We notice two flaws during
the clustering process: One the one hand, the tweets incoming first are clustered into very large, unfocused groups.
On the other, some cluster merely consist of identical tweets. Apart from these effects, the algorithm detects
interesting clusters of information in the data set, such as event subtopics, subevents, or contextual information.
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Of course, the definition of these clusters has a subjective component. Two similar events happening in parallel may
potentially be mapped to the same cluster, and tweets about frequent topics such as the weather could either be
clustered together, or clustered in with the relevant event. A careful setting of the model parameters to the situation
at hand is necessary here. Moreover, integrating human users in the loop would facilitate usage in a real-world
scenario; in this way, clusters can be manually tuned to the users’ needs.
FUTURE WORK

As noted above, our method is promising, but there are many ways to proceed from here. As suggested above, the
problem of clusters consisting of identical tweets can be solved with an integrated duplicate detection. The second
problem requires further development of the initialization method. We also showed that the pre-trained sentence
embedding works for our problem, but is still relatively blurry with regard to the known classes. An embedding
specifically trained or finetuned for this purpose would likely lead to improvements. Such a finetuning could even
be performed with regards to specific types of crises. A comparison with other clustering methods would also be of
interest.
Moving forward, we would like to be able to integrate previously known information better, not just from tweets,
but possibly from other sources such as news media. In addition, we showed how to take some of the temporal
developments into account, but this could be expanded further. As an example, we do not yet pay attention to the
time spans passing between newly incoming information.
Finally, as mentioned above, evaluating clustering algorithms is difficult. New validation methods could aid further
development. Alternatively, a data set with manually labeled clusters would be helpful for comparison.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLES OF DETECTED CLUSTERS (TWEET TEXTS AND MANUAL ANNOTATIONS FROM
DATA SET)

RT @diversionary: Whoa. RT @workmanalice: Amazing photo
from a friend in Katoomba on the road to Blackheath. #nswfires
http://t.co/3hKh9vOW
RT @diversionary: Whoa. RT @workmanalice: Amazing photo
from a friend in Katoomba on the road to Blackheath. #nswfires
http://t.co/3hKh9vOW
RT @workmanalice: Amazing photo from a friend in Katoomba on the
road to Blackheath. #nswfires http://t.co/7wrRgQ2f0X
Amazing and terrifying RT @workmanalice: Amazing photo from
a friend in Katoomba on the road to Blackheath.
#nswfires
http://t.co/17TQTT40Af

[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’MultimediaShare’, ’Factoid’, ’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’MultimediaShare’, ’Factoid’, ’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’MultimediaShare’, ’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’MultimediaShare’, ’News’]

Listing 1. Cluster of near-identical tweets

praying for everyone that was affected by the high school shooting today
in parkland, florida. i’m so sorry this happened to u.
Praying for Parkland Florida..My condolences to the families & friends
of the victims as well to the entire school.. #Praying4Parkland
RT @MajesticMinistr: Saddened by another #school shooting! Thoughts
& #prayers with all impacted and the families of the victims killed.
Let us pray for those family’s who lost a child today in the Florida school
shooting.. prayers for all those stude https://t.co/uuPkMV58S0
my condolences and prayers are with the families of the victims of the
florida school shooting and the victims who https://t.co/GfuJ0KwvCh

[’ContextualInformation’, ’Sentiment’]
[’Hashtags’, ’ContextualInformation’, ’Sentiment’, ’Irrelevant’]
[’Hashtags’, ’ContextualInformation’, ’Sentiment’]
[’ContextualInformation’, ’Sentiment’]
[’ContextualInformation’, ’Sentiment’]

Listing 2. Cluster of a subtopic: Sentiment

RT @derindevine: There are a total of 95 fires burning across New South
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’SentiWales, I can’t even fathom that #nswfires
ment’]
Ash cloud covers Sydney as fires rage: Five major bush fires have [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’News’]
threatened hundreds of homes in New South Wales
#Australia #Wildfires: Nearly 100 Fires Rage Across New South Wales [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’News’]
http://t.co/EhtXKt30lu #climate
#bushfires ’Significant’ number of homes lost as 100 wildfires rage across [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’Factoid’,
Australian state (from @AP) #nswfires http://t.co/uFccPlRMeM
’News’]
Australia wild fires: Thousands flee homes as bushfires ravage New South [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’News’]
Wales, Australia http://t.co/Rtj0K3bz5H
#Wildfires threaten Sydney: More than 70 fires are raging across Aus- [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’News’]
tralia’s most populous... http://t.co/gPLyXU8dK9 #atlantacash4junkcar
Listing 3. Cluster of a subtopic: Numerical facts

RT @SamEBJones: The SUN is barely visible through the smoke in the [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’Factoid’,
Blue Mountains. #NSWFires http://t.co/xPz1yXbu5u
’News’]
Sun through the smoke. #nofilter #sydneyfires http://t.co/mFBzcBKg2Q [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’News’]
The fires in the Blue Mountains are burning over a very wide area. [’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’News’]
#NSWRFS http://t.co/hZN6w4KYn5
Listing 4. Cluster of a subtopic: Photos of a specific region
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RT @MarkDiStef: Smoke billowing from the car-park at Sydney Olympic
Park... where 20 cars are on fire via @Quarriephoto http://t.co/p1NqLSn
RT @7NewsBrisbane: PHOTO: Dozens of cars are on fire at Sydney
Olympic Park Aquatic Centre http://t.co/Lx2ZkZgzO1
RT @smh: More than 40 cars have been destroyed in a large fire in
#Sydney’s Olympic Park. http://t.co/UBpJIsU1s
@702sydney: Fire crews are checking car fuel tanks after a grassfire
spread to the carpark of Sydneyú Olympic Aquatic Centre #TooClose
Here’s a photo taken yesterday by @FireRescueNSW after the fire in
Sydney’s Olympic Aquatic Centre carpark http://t.co/idQe3vjT3w
Blaze hits Australia Olympic park: A fire in Australia’s Olympic park
destroyed or damaged around 80 cars and ... http://t.co/jXrJIQFW7E
RT @SkyNewsAust: via @NinaBStevens: NSW Fire Cmsr says a
discarded cigarette most likely cause of yday’s Olympic Park car park
fire - polic

[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’MultimediaShare’, ’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’MultimediaShare’, ’Factoid’, ’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’Factoid’,
’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’Factoid’,
’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’Factoid’,
’ContextualInformation’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’Factoid’,
’News’]
[’ThirdPartyObservation’, ’Factoid’,
’ContextualInformation’]

Listing 5. Cluster of a subevent: Burning cars

RT @KXAN_News: Photos of students running from the school
[’EmergingThreats’, ’Multimediand SWAT members surrounding the school in Parkland, Fla.: aShare’, ’News’, ’OriginalEvent’]
https://t.co/QqK9HDreV?
Moment when SWAT enters Parkland High School, dramatic moment [’EmergingThreats’, ’News’]
from today’s school shooting https://t.co/q3hDbzCPD5
RT @areta: As Police SWAT teams enter you can see students trembling [’News’, ’Discussion’]
in fear at #Parkland school. #GunControl https://t.co/xJBqyEERpM
Florida school shooting SWAT team storm high school police surround
[’EmergingThreats’, ’Hashtags’,
building with TANK #RT https://t.co/nHqUUz5aZl
’News’, ’OriginalEvent’]
SWAT team enters Florida school classroom during shooting [’MultimediaShare’, ’ContextualInhttps://t.co/VTRT7kbeoi https://t.co/xW2Ut0NJes
formation’, ’OriginalEvent’]
Listing 6. Cluster of a subevent: SWAT team entering school

Report: FBI Warned About Potential School Shooter Named Nikolas [’MultimediaShare’, ’ContextualInCruz in September - Breitbart https://t.co/uJZS0YgQtM
formation’, ’OriginalEvent’]
FBI Warned Three Times About Potential School Shooter Named Nikolas [’ContextualInformation’, ’DiscusCruz in September https://t.co/QxoqXK108P
sion’, ’OriginalEvent’]
Alleged Florida school shooter Nikolas Cruz was reported to FBI, cops,
[’MultimediaShare’, ’Hashtags’,
school – but warning signs missed? https://t.co/bVYc3h9xLA
’ContextualInformation’, ’Discussion’]
Listing 7. Cluster of contextual information: Shooter was known to FBI

Horrible. Florida school shooting suspect charged with 17 counts of
premeditated murder: Live updates https://t.co/V29BuJ1D4L
RT @LeafChronicle: Florida school shooting suspect charged with
premeditated murder https://t.co/mguIngMmFI
Fla.
school shooting suspect charged with 17 murders - UPDATE (2:33 p.m. PST): PARKLAND, Fla. A Florida sheriff
https://t.co/y4AWhOW7VT
Gunman In Florida High School Shooting Held On 17 Murder Counts
https://t.co/Q9vYMWQLI2
RT @13NewsNow: UPDATE: Florida school shooting suspect
booked on charges of premeditated murder https://t.co/dR7tVOQWiI
https://t.co/XNHvpK

[’MultimediaShare’, ’ContextualInformation’, ’Discussion’]
[’MultimediaShare’, ’ContextualInformation’, ’Discussion’]
[’MultimediaShare’, ’ContextualInformation’, ’Discussion’, ’OriginalEvent’]
[’MultimediaShare’, ’ContextualInformation’, ’Discussion’, ’OriginalEvent’]
[’MultimediaShare’, ’ContextualInformation’, ’Discussion’, ’OriginalEvent’]

Listing 8. Cluster of contextual information: Shooter charged with murder
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